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By ISADORE L. DRELL and FRANK E. BELLES

SUMMARY

The literature on the combustio_ properties of hydrogen-air

mixtures is surveyed to provide a single source of information
useful in research and development work in which hydrogen is
burned. Data are presented on flame temperature, burning

velocity, quenching distance, flammability composition limits,

minimum spark ignition energy, flashback and blow off
limits, detonation properties, explosion limits, spontaneous

ignition, and the chemistry of hydrogen oxidation. The survey
is not meant to be historically complete or exhaustive but to

cover the ba._ic material of importance for flight-propulsion
applications.

The validity of experimental methods is discussed, and the

data are assessed wherever possible. Recommended values for
the combustion properties of hydrogen-air mixtures are pre-
sented. Some original material is also included. Relations

among various combustion properties of hydrogen are dis-

cussed. Calculated adiabatic flame temperatures are pre-
sented for a pressure range from 0.01 to 100 atmospheres and

an initial-temperature range from 0 ° to 1_00 ° K for all pos-
sible hydrogen-air mixtures; and the variation of spontaneous-

ignition lag with temperature, pressure, and composition based
on the reaction kinetics of hydrogen oxidation is treated
theoretically.

INTRODUCTION

The use of hydrogen as a possible fuel for aircraft and

missiles has been considered for a number of years (ref. 1).
Among the many problems associated with the use of this

material are those of efficient burning under a variety of
conditions. In the research and development effort that
will be necessary before these problems can be fully solved,

it would be useful to have a single source of information on
the many aspects of hydrogen combustion. Therefore, as
a part of the fundamental combustion work at the NACA

Lewis laboratory, the literature was surveyed and the
present knowledge on hydrogen-air flames was collected
and digested.

A great deal of literature exists because hydrogen has often
been used as a fuel in combustion research from the earliest

studies up to the present. One reason for this has been the

ready availability of hydrogen in a fairly pure state. Further-

more, its high burning velocity, wide flammability range,
high heating value per unit weight, and great flame stability

t 8uperse4es recently declassified N'ACA Research .Memorandum E57D24, by Isadore L. DreU

are of much scientific interest. Of the common fuel-oxidant

systems, the hydrogen-oxygen (or hydrogen-air) system is
probably the simplest, the one about which much of the
chemistry is known, and thus tile one about which there is

the greatest likelihood of learning more.

The survey is not meant to be historically complete or ex-
haustive, but to cover the important basic material. It is

mainly concerned with hydrogen-air combustion properties,

but some data are included for hydrogen-oxygen and hydrogen-
oxygen-nitrogen systems. The combustion data presented

include observations on (I) flame temperature, (2) burning
velocity, (3) quenching distance, (4) flammability limits,
(5) spark ignition energy, (6) flame stability, (7) detonation

properties, and (8) explosion limits, spontaneous ignition, and
the chemistry of hydrogen oxidation. Values of the com-
bustion properties are given under stated conditions of tem-

perature, pressure, and composition (and vessel size and

other specifications of the apparatus when significant). Tile
variation of each property with temperature, pressure, and
composition is then discussed if information is available.

Experimental methods and data are interpreted and evalu-

ated, and recommended values are given. Relations among
various combustion properties of hydrogen are discussed.
Other original material includes calculated adiabatic flame

temperatures over the entire hydrogen-air composition range

for pressures of 0.01 to 100 atmospheres and initial temper-
atures of 0 ° to 1400 ° K, and a theoretical treatment of the

effects of temperature, pressure, and composition on
spontaneous-ignition lag based on the reaction kinetics of
hydrogen oxidation.

SYMBOLS

cp specific heat at constant pressure
c_,c3 proportionality constants

c_(T) temperature-dependent proportionality constant
D width of flameholder
d diameter of burner tube

dq quenching distance

E activation energy, col/mole
F Fanning friction factor

g boundary velocity gradient, (cm/see)/cm

I spark ignition energy, millijoules
i rate of initiation (rate of formation of OI-I

radicals per unit time and volume)

and Frank E. Belles, 1957.
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constants
rate constants for chemical reactions

length of recirculation zone behind flameholder
molar concentration of all molecules other than

free radicals

fuel concentration in unburned mL_ture, mole-

cules/era 3
mole fraction of fuel in unburned mixture

pressure, atm
gas constant, cal/(mole) (_K)
Reynolds number

temperature, °K
equilibrium adiabatic flame temperature, °K
initial mixture temperature, °K
ignition time available behind flameholder, sec

characteristic ignition time of mi_xture, see

average flow velocity
laminar burning velocity, era/see

empirical exponents

80 90

5v

Subscripts:

b
bo

fb
L

7I_a_

T

30O

ignition lag, see
equivalence ratio, fuel-oxidant ratio divided by

stoichiometric fuel-oxidant ratio (mixture
compositions in this paper are given as mole-

pro'cent by volume or as equivalence ratio;
the relation between these units for hydrogen-
air mLxtures is shown in fig. 1)

reactiou rate

,_v,,rage reaction rate in flame

c,m(Iition a

con(tition b

1)h_woIf

flashback
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maximum

turbulent

300 '_ K initiM mixture temperature
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FLAME TEMPERATURE

One of the most important factors that characterize and
influence combustion behavior in any fuel-oxidant system is

the flame temperature. Flame temperature, as used here,
refers to flames burning at constant pressure with no ap-

preciable external heat losses or gains. Table I and figure 2

%ire measured and calculated flame temperatures for hydro-
$en-air mixtures reported since 1930; earlier data are not

_onsidered reliable. The data are for a pressure of 1
ltmosphere and an initial mixture temperature of 25 ° C.

The criterion of negligible heat loss makes any experi-
mental measurement very difficult. The values of Passauer

(ref. 2, pp. 314 to 316 and 319) are thought to be low because
_hey were obtained with rather large thermocouples. For

_emperatures above 2223 ° K, he used a thermocouple made
)f 0.48-millimeter wire. The hot junction was placed t

millimeter above the cone tip of a flame on a 4-millimeter
_ylindrical burner, both with and without a split-flame tube

(Smithells separator) that enclosed the primary zone and
solated it from surrounding air.

The sodium-D-line-reversal measurements of Morgan and
Kane (ref. 3) were of an approximate nature; furthermore,

;hey were made at a position 4 millimeters above the tip of
flame on a 4.8-millimeter-nozzle burner, which admittedly

nay not be the locus of maximum temperature. The earlier

ine-reversal measurements of Jones, Lewis, and Seaman

:ref. 4) probably furnish the best experimental values. They
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FIG_ 2.--Calculated and measured flame temperatures for hydrogen-

air mixtures. Pressure, 1 atmosphere; initial temperature, 25 ° C.

obtained flame temperatures of 2293 ° K for the stoichiomet-
ric mixture (29.5 percent hydrogen) and 2318 ° K for the

maximum-temperature mixture (31.6 percent hydrogen).
Even these values may be somewhat low because of heat
transfer to the Meker burner that was used and because of

the inherent averaging effect of the line-reversal technique

Calculated flame temperatures, accounting for dissocia-
tion, are obtained with the assumptions of an adiabatic

system and of chemical equilibrium among all species present
in the burned gas. The calculated values are in error if

these assumptions are not justified or if the therm.odynamic
data used are inaccurate. Good agreement between calcu-

lated and measured flame temperatures has been obtained
by a refined thermocouple method (ref. 5) for very lean

propane-air flames. This tends to support the validity of the
calculated temperatures. However, various sources of error

exist in any method of measuring flame temperature, and it

is not always clear just how corrections should be applied.
In reference 5 the errors were minimized, and after the raw
data were corrected as carefully as possible, a measured

temperature of 1530 ° K was obtained, compared with a
calculated value of 1560 ° K. Equally good agreement can-
not be expected in every case, especially in richer mixtures

with hotter flames. In short, it is not possible at present

to confirm the general validity of calculated flame tempera-
ture by experiment. Therefore, the attitude of this report

is that the calculated temperatures are valid, particularly

for premixed laminar flames large enough so that quenching
effects are not significant. PremJxed flames on small burn-
ers where there is appreciable heat loss, diffusion flames, and

turbulent flames will normally fail to reach the full theoreti-
cal temperature (ref. 6).

The theoretical hydrogen-air flame temperatures from the

recent literature (refs. 3 and 6 to 10) vary considerably. In
fact, the difference between high and low values for stoichi-

ometric mixtures is 65 ° K (table I), which is almost as great

as the range of experimental temperatures. This spread is
probably due to differences in thermodynamic data and air
composition assumed by various workers. The theoretical

values computed for this report are 2387 ° K for the stoichi-
ometric mixture and 2403 ° K for the maximum-temperature
mixture.

For hydrogen-o.vygen flames under the same initial con-

ditions the theoretical flame temperature for the stoichi-
ometric mixture (66.7 percent hydrogen in oxygen) is about

3080 ° K (ref. 6, p. 280, and refs. 8, 11, and 12) ; the maximum
is practically the same. Line-reversal measurements by

Pothmann (quoted in ref. 13) agree fairly well with theoreti-
cal values. These measurements gave a maximum of 3123 °
K at 66 percent hydrogen; surprisingly, this is higher than

the theoretical value. Lurie and Sherman (ref. 13) reported
a lower temperature, 2933 ° K, by the same method. Their

reported maximum-temperature mixture of 78 percent
hydrogen in oxygen is widely different from the calculated
result and from Pothmann's measurement.

Effect of mixture composition.--Figure 2 shows that the

maximum flame temperature is obtained with a slightly rich
mixture. Most of the curves presented, including the most

recent one calculated for this report, show the maximum at
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approximately 31 percent hydrogen in air (¢=1.07). The

curves drop off regularly on both sides of tile maximum.

Flame temperatures below 1300 ° K are obtained as the
flammability limits are approached.

The two experimental curves of Passauer, obtained for open
flames and for flames on a Smithells burner with the primary
zone enclosed, show an interesting effect: The split-flame

burner gave lower flame temperatures than the ordinary
open burner for rich mixtures (above 32 percent hydrogen),
while below that concentration the reverse was found. Thus,

the two kinds of flames may not have comparable tempera-

tures except near 32 percent hydrogen. The differences
were thought to be due to diffusion o]" induced mixing of

secondary air from the surrounding atmosphere into the open
flame ; these effects would tend to raise temperatures for rich
mixtures and to lower them for lean mixtures.

According to Byrne (ref. 14), secondary oxygen does not
penetrate to the inner cone of a rich flame; however, it does

enter the outer mantle, where it reacts with excess fuel in
certain rich Bunsen flames (such as methane- or propane-air

flames) and raises the temperature. Heat transfer then
raises the temperature of the mixture burning in the inner

cone and increases the burning velocity. However, Byrne
observed little effect of secondary oxygen on the size and

shape (anti consequently on the burning velocity) of a rich
hydrogen-air flame. He concluded that iu this case hydro-

gen nmlecules an(J atoms diffuse away from the flame faster
than oxygen travels inward (whereas in most hydrocarbo,
flames the reverse is true); thus secondary burning occm,-s

fat" from the inner cone and can have little effect upon it.
This seeming discrepancy with tile rcsuhs of Passauer may be

due to the fact that the burnin_ velocity of hydrogen is not as
dependent on temperature as is the burning velocity of hydro-
carbons. In other words, the temperature did presmnahly

rise, but. not enough to affect the burning velocity perceptibly.
Consequently, the conclusion of Passauer (ref. 2) that rich

hydrogen flames in the open air have higher flame tempera-
tures ttmn enclosed flames because of admixing of air may be
valid.

Effect of initial mixture temperature.--Theoretical adi-
abatic equilibrium flame temperatures were calculated for
various hydrogen-air xnixtures over a range of initial tempera-
tures from 0 ° to 1400 ° K. The results are shown iu figure 3.

Rich mixtures are shown by solid lines and lean-to-stoichio-

inetric mixtures by dashed lines. Except for mixtures near
' stoichiometric, tile flame temperature increases ahnost lin-

early with initial temperature. In very rich or lean mix-
tures, where flame temperatures are low and there is little

(lissociation, flame temperature increases (l(,grcc [or degree
with mixture temperature. As the composition approaches

st_oichiometric, however, dissociation becomes more impor-

tant aml flame temperature becomes less d,,p,n([ci_t on initial

mixture temperature.

Passauer (ref. 2), using the older thermocitemical data
calculated a curve for the stoichiomctrie mixture that is

quite similar to the one in figure 3. He obtained approxi-

mately the same flame cemperat, urc for an initial temperature

of 300 ° K as that from the present calculation, but his curve

has greaa_r slope.

Effect of pressure.--Dissociation of the burned gas is
favored by reduced pressures, so that flame temperature

decreases as pressure is decreased. However, the size of the
effect depends strongly on the general level of flame tempera-

tures produced by a given mixture. Figure 4 shows calculated
flame temperatures as a function of pressure for hydrogen-
air mixtures at initial temperatures of 298 °, 600 °, and 1000 °

K. Near-stoichionmtric mixtures show a strong dependence
of flame temperatur(_ on pressure, while lean and rich mix-

tures have little ,r no dependence. Mixtures that are quite
lean or rich have flame temperatures too low to cause much

dissociation, thus, pressure has little effect.

Edse (ref. 12, p. 39) presented a plot similar to figure 4 for
a stoichiometric hy(lrogen-oxygen mixture. The calcula-

tions covered pressures from 1 to 100 atmospheres.
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Recommended flame temperatures.--In view of tile exper-

imental difficulties in rueasuring flame temperatm'es, as well
as the limited range of conditions over which measurements
have been made, it is recommended that the calculated values

of this report be used. These data are summarized in figure
5, where flame temperature is plotted against hydrogen
concentration, over the complete range of composition.

There are atmospheric-pressure curves for initia] tempera-
tures of 0°, 298.16 °, 600% 1000 °, and 1400 ° K. In addition,
curves for 0.01 and 100 atmospheres were computed for

iuitial temperatures of 298.16 Q, 600 °, and 1000 ° K. The
calculations for extremely fuel-rich mixtures and for high

i_dtial temperaUlres are included for use in the consideration
of novel engine cycles and of flight conditions where inlet

temperatures are high.

Burned-gas composition.--The calculations of equilibrium
adiabatic flame temperatures for this report also provided
data on the composition of the burned gas. The data are

listed in table lI. Mole fractimls at various pressures,
iuitial temperatures, and mixture compositions are given for

thr following atoms and molecules: H, O, N, OH, NO, N:,
O:, [[:, and H_O. Figure 6 is a plot of these data as a fun('-

tion of equivalence ratio for a pressure of 1 atmosphere and
an iaitial temperature of 298.16 c K. This tigure is presented

nmiu[v to show the typical orders of magnitude of the,
ammmts of various constituents in the burned gas. ']'he

mol_, fractions range from about I0 -6 to values approa('hin.a

1. Figure 6 also illustrates how dissociation depends on

flame temperature; the mole fractions of the main dissocia-
tion products, H, O, and OH, peak not, far from the equiva-

lence ratio for maximum flame temperature. "[_'he equiva-
lence ratios for these four maximums do not coincide, how-

ever, because the dissociation equilibria depend on concen-
tration as well as on temperature.

BURNING VELOCITY

LAMINAR BURNING VELOCITY

The laminar burning velocity is defined as the velocity at

which unburned gas of given composition, pressure, and
temperature flows into a flame in a direction normal to the

flame surface. The normal direction is specified in order to

make burning velocity independent of the actual shape of
the flame. The aim in measuring laminar burning velocity
is ahvays to obtain a physical constant for the mixture that

is free of any effects of geometry, external heat sources or
sinks, and nature of the flow. The burning velocity shouhl

be distinguished from the spatial flame speed, whir4_ is simply
01e gross speed of a flame traveling through a mixture.

Table III gives burning velocities for the hydrogen-air
stoichiometric mixture and the mixture of maximum burning

velocity at atmosplmric pressure anJ room temperature.
Results of 18 investigations covering' the years between 1889

and 1956 are reported (refs. 2, 3, 8, 10, and 15 to 27). About
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six spatial flame speeds, starting with the work of .Mallard
and Le Chatelier in 1881 (ref. 28), have been omitted.

Tile values in table III havc a large spread for a quantity
that is defined so as to be a physical constant. Tile burning

velocities range from 153 to 232 centimeters per second for
the stoichiometric mixture and from 200 to 320 (.entinleters

per second for the mixture of maximum burning velocity.
Furthern:ore, the reported hydrogen concentrations for the

maximum burning velocity vary from 40 to 46 percent. Of
("ourse, not all the work was done under strictly comparable
conditions, since the ambient pressure and temperature and

the degree of saturation with water vapor differed. How-
ever, the effects of these variables are thought to be less

important than the effects of the experimental method.
An experimental measurement of burning velocity on a

Bunsen or nozzle burner in essence requires recording an
optical image of some surface in the flame zone and then

measuring the area of the surface or its inclination to tim
flow. All the workers cited in table III used some form of

tiffs general method, except Manton and %[illiken (ref. 26),
who used a spherical constant-volume bomb. Both steps

in the burner method are subject to error. At present it
is believed that schlieren observation is best, since i_ gives

483428---5,9--2

a fame surface with a temperature close to that of the un-
burned gas (ref. 29). The best method of measuring the
area of the surface is not so clearly defined.

In the bomb method used by Manton and ,X[illiken (ref.

26) the radius of a spherically expanding flame was recorded
as a function of time by schlieren photography. Simulta-

neously, the pressure in the bomb was recorded. From
various well-founded thermodynamic assumptions, burning

velocities may be calculated from both types of data, and
the agreement provides an internal check of the assumptions.
In the bomb method there are no heat losses such as occur

near the base of a burner flame, and flame curvature effects
are minimized by making measurements on flames of large
radius.

It is believed that the data of references 3, 10, 23, 24, 26,

27, and 30 represent the best values of burning velocity for
hydrogen-air mixtures. These are recent data, and they

were obtained by satisfactory experimental techniques.
It is not possible at present to choose any single investigation

as the best. Therefore, the recommended burning velocities
for hydrogen-air mixtures at 1 atmosphere and about 300 ° K

initial temperatures are averages of the values from these
seven sources. The recommended maximum burning veloc-
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ity is 310 centimeters per second at about 43 percent

hydrogen (_o=1.8). The stoichiometric burning velocities
show a larger spread than the maximum burning velocities

from the same sources and range from 193 to 232 centimeters
per second, with an average of 215 centimeters per second.

Since burning velocity changes very rapidly with hydrogen
concentration near stoichiometric, the wide range of values
is to be expected.

Effect of mixture eomposition.--Figure 7 shows typical
plots of burning velocity against hydrogen concentration

taken from four recent investigations (refs. 10, 26, 27, and
30). As already stated, the maximum occurs near a 43-

' percent hydrogen concentration; the curves fall off smoothly
on either side. It should be noted that the maximum

burning velocity occurs in a mixture richer than either the
stoichiometric mixture or the maximum-flame-temperature
mixture. Discrepancies among restdts of various workers

become quite large oa a percentage basis, especially for

mixtures rich of the maximum-burning-velocity mixture.
It does not seem possible to account for these differences at
present.

Burning-velocity measurements cannot be extended too

far to the lean side of stoichiometric. Because of prefer-
ential diffusion effects, the tip of a burner flame may open
up in mixtures leaner than 17 percent hydrogen (ref. 31),

and a stream of mixture may escape the f|ame zone _thout
being burned.

20OO r_ -- [ I -l--

Equivmence rotio, (p

o 0.% 4.15 }

IO, 3.75

a 1.95 (I'Aoxlmumburning
velocities)

------ 1,89 (Maximum burning
velocities)

Reference 1 11]

2

f

i I _ ,
OO 200 400

Initial mixture temperature, To, °K

, E

600 800

F[c, ui_E 8.--F, ff+-ct of initial temperature on burning velocities of hydro-

gcn-air mixtures. Pressure, 1 atmosphere.

Effect of initial mixture temperature.--Figure 8 is a log-

arithmic plot. of burning velocity against initial temperature
for several mixtur,,s. The solid lines with symbols are data

from reference 30. The dashed line represents the maximum
burning velocities of Passauer (ref. 2), which are considered

less reliable than the more recent data. It appears from
figure 8 that the m{xture of maximum burning velocity is

least sensitiw_ to changes in initial temperature. The
following equation expresses the relation between initial
temperature and maximum burning velocity over the range

of temperatures given:

UL.,,==0.09908 Ti_' lla (1)

The exponent on To is considerably less for hydrogen-air
mixtures than for hydrocarbon-air mixtures. For example,
expressing some of the data of reference 32 in the form of

equation (1) gives temperature dependencies of [,rL.... of
about T_o'64 and Tl.""5 for n-heptane and isooctane, respec-

tively.
Effect of pressure.---Measurements of burning velocity

at pressures other than atmospheric are difficult; this is
especially true for reduced pressures. The experimental

difficulties are reflected in large discrepancies in the data
of the few workers who have studied hydrogen-air mixtures.

Reference 17 reports nearly constant burning velocity at
total pressures from 1 to 4 atmospheres. Referenco 33 gives

burning-velocity wtlues of 164 centimeters per second at,
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0.393 atmosphere and 140 centimeters per second at 1
atmosphere for a mixture with _=4.78. Reference 26

reports that tile burning velocity of a mixture with ,#=3.58
increased when the pressure was raised from 0.25 to 1.0

atmosphere, and reference 27 gives data showing the same
trend between _, of 1.10 and 1.90.

The data of reference 26 are probably most nearly right,
because the spherical-bomb technique is not subject to some
of the important sources of error that affect results obtained

by other methods. Moreover, a previously unsuspected

effect was discovered that may explain some of tile dis-
crepancies in pressure dependence reported in the literature.

It is generally agreed that burning velocity is proportional
to the pressure raised to some power. The disagreements

concern the value and sign of the exponent. Manton and
Milliken (ref. 26) studied many fuel--oxygen--inert-gas
mixtures with atmospheric burning velocities from 8 to 100t)
centimeters per second and determiue(l x for each mixture

from the empirical relation

T z

u_,_ _,P_/ (2)

When these values of x were plotted against the reference

burning velocity L_._ (the value at atmospheric pressure),

data for all mixtures defined a single curve. The curve,
which is reproduced from reference 26 in figure 9, shows

that the pressure dependence of burning velocity is variable
and depends on the reference burning velocity. Thus,

slow-burning mixtures (5_<50 cm/sec) have a negative
pressure exponent, and hence L"L increases as pressure
decreases; whereas for fast-burning mixtures (U_>100

cm/sec) the reverse is true. In the intermediate range
(50 cm/sec<£_.<100 cm/sec) there is no effect of pressure.

Figure 7 shows that both zero and positive pressure exponents

may be expected for hydrogen-air mixtures, depending on
the fuel concentration; negative exponents shouhl appear for
very rich or very lean mixtures only. In any case, the
exponent shoLfld be small.

The work of reference 27 agrees qualitatively with that of

reference 26 but shows pressure dependence to be much larger.
Figure l0 shows burning velocities from references 26 and

27 plotted logarithmi(,ally against pressure for four rich
equivalence ratios. The data fl'oru reference 27 were

obtained by a Bunsen burner total-area method, and care
was taken to avoid quenching effects from too-small burner

tubes. The straight lines obtained support the assurnptioll
of reference 26 that the data follow a relation like equation

(2); however, the slope x varies randomly bctwecn 0.208
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and 0.256 for equivalence ratios from 1.10 to 1.90, the

average value being 0.23 (ref. 27), whereas figure 9 would
predict a slope of less than 0.1.

The cause of the discrepancy between references 26 and
27 is not known. Reference 27 tries to resolve the question

with the aid of certain theoretical relations among combus-
tion properties, but the result is inconclusive. One rela-
tion favors the small pressure dependence of reference 26,

while the other favors the larger dependence of reference 27.

]n any event, recent work agrees that burning velocity of
hydrogen-air flames increases with increasing pressure.

Fending further evidence, it is suggested that a pressure
exponent of 0.16 may be used to estimate the pressure effect

for mixtures near the maximum buring velocity without
causing too great an error. The suggested value is the aver-

age of those reported in references 26 and 27.

TURBULENT BURNING VELOCITY

A flame iu turbulent flow differs considerably in appear-
ance from a laminar flame. Both views with the naked eye

and time-exposed photographs show the luminous zone as a

brush-like region, thin near the burner port, thicker toward
the top of the flame, and of more or less indefinite extent.

400

-_ 20(?

Equivolence Reference
rotio, cp

o 1.90 |
o 1.50 [ 27
o 1.10 I
& 3.58 26

I

.6 ' .8 1.0.5 ,4
Pressure, P, otto

FIGURE 10.--Effect of pressure on burning velocity of hydrogen-air

flames,

It is not yet known whether the flame brush represents a
thickened reaction zone or a laminar flame that has been

wrinkled, distorted, and caused to fluctuate by the turbu-

lence. As a result, there is no flame surface oll which

burning-velocity measurements should obviously be based,
and it is necessa D" to choose some arbitrary surface.

The only turbulent burning velocities that have been

measured for hydrogen-air flames are given in reference 34.
A mean flame surface was chosen in inmges of visible flames,
and its area was measured. All measurements were made

on a 1.02-centimeter-diameter burner at a Reynolds number
of 3500, over a range of pressures from 0.30 to 0.75 atmos-

phere, and at an equivalence ratio of 1.80. The data are

shown in figure 11; the laminar-burning-velocity curve (,'el.

400_ ...........

500_-- ........

20C

.2 ,5 .4 .6 .8 (0

Pressure, P, otto

FzGVa_ ll.--Comparison of turbulent and laminar burning velocities

for hydrogen-air mixtures as function of pressure. Equivalence ratio,

1.80.

27) is included for comparison. As is generally observed, the

turbulent burning velocities are higher than the laminar
under the same conditions of temperature, pressure, and
composition. '['he turbulent burning velocities appcar to
depend on pressure a little more than do the laminar, and as

a result the extrapolated turbulent line crosses the experi-
mental laminar line. It is very difficult to understand why

this should be true; one suspects that turbulent burning

velocities based on a mean flame surface may have little
meaning at low pressures. Much work needs to be done on

the nature of turbulent flames before turbulent burning
velocity can have real meaning. At present it is only pos-
sible to make the following qualitative statement: For the

most part, turbulent flames consume mixture more rapidly
than laminar flames; that is, the maximum flow velocity at

which the mixture can be completely burned is larger for
turbulent flames than for laminar flames.

QUENCHING DISTANCE

Flames are quenched by excessive loss of heat or active
particles or both, to adjacent walls. Experiments have shown

that flames in a mixture of given temperature, pressure, and
composition cannot pass through openings smaller than some
minimum size. This size is the quenching distance. I_s

actual magnitude depends on the geometry; for instance, the

minimum diameter for a cylinder is greater than the mini-
mum separation distance of parallel plates. The geometrical

relations among quenching distances for ducts of various
shapes [lave Been worke(t out theoretically and agree quite
well with experiment (refs. 35 and 36).

Effect of mixture composition.---In figure 12 quenching
distances (minimmn separation of parallel plates) from refer-

ence 37 (pp. 408 to 412) are plotted against fuel concentra-
tion. The data were obtained in connection with ineasure-

ments of ignition energy. The curves show minimum
quenching (]istat_ces at or near stoichiometric composition.

The minimum quenching distance at 1atmosphere and am-
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FIGURE 12.--Effect of hydrogen concentrat_ion on quenching distance

of hydrogen-air mixtures (data from ref. 37).

bient temperature is 0.063 centimeter. From data given by

Friedman (ref. 8), a value of 0.057 centimeter may be inter-
polated for a stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture. This

number, obtained in an entirely different way (by the flash-

back technique), agrees fairly well with the value given by
reference 37.

: For a stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen mixture, Friedman's
data indicate a quenching distance of 0.019 centimeter (ref.
8). It is not known how close this would be to the minimum
of tile curve.

Effect of pressure.--Figure 13 is a logarithmic plot of
quenching distance for parallel plates against pressure. There

.0_

L------

"_ .06

° --ilt
.04

.I .2 .4 .6 .B I
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FIGtln_. 13.--Effect of pre._sure on quencbing distance of hydrogen-air

mixtures.

are data for three equivalence ratios from reference 38. Four

points from work by Lewis and yon Elbe (ref. 37) for an
equivalence ratio of 1.0 are also included. It is believed that

the data of reference 38 are more nearly correct because of
the method used (described in ref. 39).

The straight lines in figure 13 show that

d_P-" (3)

The pressure exponent x varies with hydrogen concentration.

The data of reference 38 give the following pressure depend-
encies: For _=0.5, x=l.051; for _=1.0, x=1.138; and for

q_=2.0, x= 1.097.
Effect of temperature.--No data are available on the

temperature dependence of quenching distance for hydrogen-

air mixtures. However, it may be assumed that the quench-
ing distance decreases as the temperature of the mixture (and

of the surface) is raised; in other words, the flames will be

able to pass tln:ough smaller openings. This statement is
based both on theory (ref. 40) and on the behavior observed

for propane-air flames (ref. 41).
Effect of nature of quenching surface.--No appreciable

effect of the nature of the surface on quenching distance has
ever been found. In an attempt to observe a change for
hydrogen flames, Friedman (ref. 8) lined his apparatus with

platinum, which is an efficient catalyst for hydrogen atom
recombination. No effect was found for the hydrogen-

oxygen-nitrogen mixture used.
Flame traps.--In the quenching-distance experiments just

discussed, there was no large pressure gradient driving the
flame and hot gas, and the flame had to propagate on its own

through the constricted space. In practical operations the
situation is often quite different. For example, a flame

traveling through a long duct filled with combustible mixture
may build up a large pressure, and the flame may be driven

through a gap narrower than the quenching distance.
Flame traps are commonly used to protect such systems.

For hydrocarbon-air mixtures fine-mesh screens are often
used; hydrogen flames are more difficult to quench, however,
and other methods are necessary.

The value of sintered metals as flame traps was studied in
the work of reference 42. These traps were able to stop
flames in stoichiometric hydrogen-ox'ygen mixtures, and thus

would be even more effective with hydrogen-air flames.

Also important is the fact that the sintered-metal traps cause
surprisingly small pressure drops.

The results of reference 42 are reported in terms of the

limiting safe pressures below which the trap will always stop
the flame. A sintered bronze disk 0.235 inch thick, with a

statistical particle size of 0.01575 inch and a porosity of 29.6
percent, gave a limiting safe pressure of more than 1 atmos-

phere for stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen flames. Little
correlation was found between flame-trap effectiveness and

porosity, but there was a gain in effectiveness as the disks
were made thicker. Sintered bronze was more effective than
sintered stainless steel.

The work of reference 42 was of a preliminary nature, and

it is not clear how specific the results may have been to the
particular apparatus used. It appears at present that the
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only sure way to design a flame trap for a given hydrogen-air

system is by means of tests on a fuU-scale model. A word of
caution: These sintered disks are flame stoppers, and they

may not be effective against detonations. (Detonation waves
and the transition of flames to detonations are discussed in

a later section.)

FLAMMABILITY LIMITS

Tile rich and lean flammability limits are the fuel couceu-

trations that bound the flammable range at a given tempera-
lure and pressure. Mixtures containing more fuel than the
rich limit or less than the lean limit will not sustain a flame.

No extensive survey of flammability limits was made for the

present work, since this had already been done by Coward
and Jones (ref. 43).

Flammability limits should be physieochenlical constants
of a fuel-oxidant combination and shouhl be free of apparatus
effects. However, wall-quenching may have an effect on

flammability limits. It was therefore desired to delay con-
sideration of the subject until flame quenching had been
discussed.

In the usual method of measuring flammability limits

(ref. 43), mixtures are ignited at one end of a tube that is
wide enough to preclude quenching by an ignition source
strong enough to ensure that it is not the limiting factor.

The tube is quite long (about 4 ft) so that the observer can
be sure the flame does indeed propagate on its own and is

not driven by excess ignition energy. If the fame travels
the full length of the tube, the mixture is considered flam-

mal)le. Various mixtures are tested until the flammability
limits are defined.

Effect of direction of propagation.--The flammability
limits for most fuels vary, depending on whether they are
measured for upward- or downward-propagating fames,

because convection assists flames traveling upward. For
instance, the lean and rich limits of methane are: upward,

5.3 and 13.9 percent by vohtme in air; downward, 5.8 and
13.6 percent by vohtme in air (ref. 43). :For hydrogen the
behavior is different. The rich limit of hydrogen is the

same for both directions of flame travel, 74 percent by
volume in air (ref. 4:3). The lean limit is affected, but

not in the usual way. It is 9.0 percent for downward

propagation (ref. 43), whereas for upward propagation there
are two lean limits. One of them is called the limit of

coherent flames; it is 9.0 percent (ref. 44) and is the leanest
mixture that burns completely. Leaner mixtures down to

the noncoherent limit of 4.0 percent hydrogen are still

flammable (ref. 44), but the fame is made up of separated
globules that slowly ascend the tube. Although these

globules do not consume all the fuel, they have to be reck-
oned with for safety. The noncoherent flames occur because

of the high diffusivity of hydrogen; it appears that the
flamelets actually consume a mixture richer in hydrogen

than the original mixture (refs. 37 and 43).

Flammable range.--The flammable range (i. e., the dif-
ference between the rich- and lean-limit concentrations) is

exceptionally wide for hydrogen. Coherent flames can

propagate in lean hydrogen-air mixtures down to 9.0 mole
percent fuel, as already stated. This is an equivalence

ratio of about 0.24, as compared with a lean flammability
limit of about ¢=05 for most hydrocarbon fuels. The

very high rich limit, 74 percent or ,?=6.8, is also outstand-

ingly different from those for most ordinary fuels. From
figure 2, it may be seen that the lean- and rich-limit flame

temperatures are about 1000 ° and 1200 ° K, respectively,
which are values much lower than those for hydrocarbons

(ref. 44). Egcrton suggests that these effects peculiar to
hydrogen are due to the high concentration of active partMes

and their high mobility (ref. 44).
Recommended limitsat atmospheric temperature and

pressure,--As shown by the data collected in referenre 43,

the various workers who have used the accepted method
agree with one another quite well. It is therefore unneces-

sary to make any further assessment of the data. The
following table gives re('ommended flammability limits for
hydrogen in air at atmospheric pressure and about 3000 ° K:

l.'pward propagatio_J
Coherent flame
Noneoherent flame

Dmvnward l)rOl)agtttioti

Flanlmability limits, vof
ume percent hydrogen
in air

Lean Rich

"4.0
b9.0 h7J_

. Ref 44. t, Ref, 43.

For hydrogen burning in pure oxygen the lean limits are

about the same and behave in the same way as those for

hydrogen in air. The rich limit for upward propagation is

9:t.9 percent (ref. 43"1.
Effect of mixture temperature.--The flammable range is

widened by heating the lmburned mixtures. That is, the
lean limit occurs at lower concentrations and the rich limit

at higher concentrations as the mixture temperature is in-
creased. The data of V_dfite (ref. 45), which are considered

most reliable by Cmvard and Jones, are plotted in figure 14.

These are limiLs for downward propagation, so that the lean
limits refer to coherent flames. There is a linear change in

the limits with mixture temperature, and the rich limit is
somewhat more strongly affected than the lean. From figure "

I4 and the ftamc temperatures of figure 5, it can be seen that

the rich limit for all mixture temperatures occurs for mix-
tures having a nearly constant flame temperature of about
1300 ° K. The lean-limit flame temperature is lower but
more variable; for To=300 ° K, it is 1060 ° K; and for To=600 °

K, it is 1140 _ K.

Effect of inert diluents.--By addition of enough inert gas
to a flammable hydrogen-air mixture, the mixture can be

diluted to nonflammability. Figure 15 shows the limits as
a fmwtion of the amount of carbon dioxide or of added

nitrogen in air (ref. 43). The rich limit is sharply decEeased
as inert gas is added, whereas the lean limit is scarcely
changed. From the coordinates of the "nose" of the curve

it may be calculated that no mixture of hydrogen, air, and

nitrogen can propagate flame at atmospheric temperature
and pressure if it contains less than 4.9 percent oxygen;
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FI(_t_'t_E 14.--Effect of temperature on flammability limits of hydrogen

in air for downward propagation (ref. 45).

similarly, no mixture of hydrogen, air, and carbon dioxide

can propagate flame if it contains less than 7.5 percent oxy-
gem It thus takes more nitrogen than carbon dioxide to
prevent flame propagation, presumably because of the greater

beat capacity of the latter. Water vapor behaves approxi-
mately like carbon dioxide, even though it is a product of

combustion; the oxygen limit in this case is about 7.5 per-
cent at 86 ° O (rcf. 43).

Other diluents are much more effective than nitrogen or
carbun dioxide in reducing flammability. "Air" containing

14.8 percent methylbromide or 39 percent dichlorodifluoro-

methane cammt form flammable mixtures with hydrogen
(ref. 46). Such compounds may interfere chemically with
combustion reactions and should not be considered merely
inert diluents. Reference 43 warns that the result obtained

with methylbromide may not apply in practice, because
some mixtures of methylbromide and air are themselves

flammable with a sufficiently strong ignition source.

Effect of pressures below 1 atmosphere.--Coward and
Jones (ref. 43) summarized the literature on effects of reduced

pressure on flatmnability limits. They observed that the

flammable range narrowed as the pressure was reduced,
_radually at first, and more rapidly below 200 or 300 milli-
meters of mercury. A minimum pressure was reached,

below which no mixture propagated a flame. It is now

known that such results are due to wall-quenching. As
shown in the section on quenching distance, the walls exert

a larger effect at low pressures. It has been found that a
plot of "flammability limit" against pressure is merely a curve
showing the concentrations and pressures for which the

quenching distance is equal to the <liameter of the flame tube
(ref. 47).

In adler words, it appears that the flammability limits are
unchanged at reduced pressures and that flame can propagate

down to extremely low pressures if the flame tube is large
enough. For example, Garner and Pugh (ref. 48) found a
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F[(;URE t5.--Flammability limits of hydrogen in air c'iluted with
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limit of 4 millimeters of mercury for hydrogen-oxygen flames

in a 10-centimeter tube. Presumably this trend would
continue to still lower pressures with larger tubes.

The pressure-concentration boundary for flame propaga-

tion imposed by quenching in a particular tube is often useful

for practical applications. Although such data have not
been measured for hydrogen-air flames, they may be esti-

mated from quenching distances. Figure 16 shows estimated
curves for downward flame propagation in cylindrical tubes
from 0.02 to 20 inches in diameter. The curves were con-

structed from the quenching distances of reference 38 (meas-
ured with parallel plates) multiplied by a geometrical factor

of 1.53 (ref. 36) to convert them to quenching distances for
cylindrical tubes. Flames are expected to propagate at

pressures as low as 2 to 3 millimetel_ of mercury in a 20-inch-

diameter tube (fig. 16). Some of the curves are extended to
rich and lean mixtures to illustrate the probable behavior as
the rich and lean flammability limits are approached. An

estimated curve is also included for upward propagation of
noncoherent flames in lean nfixtures in a 2-inch-diameter

tube. Although figure 16 represents the best estimates that
can be made, it is emphasized that the curves for the larger
tube diameters were obtained from long extrapolations of the
data of reference 38.

Effect of pressures above 1 atmosphere.--The effects of

high pressure on flammability limits are not well established.
The data surveyed in reference 43 indicate that the flammable

range is narrowed by the first increases in pressure, perhaps
up to 5 atmospheres; thereafter, the range is gradually
widened. In any event, the effects appear to be small.

At pressures as high as 100 atmospheres, the limits are not
much different from the atmospheric values.

SPARK

The modern method

was designed mainly by
fully in reference 37.

IGNITION ENERGY

of measuring spark ignition energy
Lewis and yon Elbe and is discussed
A measured amount of electrical

energy in the form of a short-duration capacitance spark is
introduced very rapidly into a mixture of given pressure,

temperature, and composition and with a given electrode

separation. The smallest energy that will ignite the mixture
is found, and the process is repeated for other electrode
spacings to find the gap for which the energy is least. The

data are more reproducible if the electrodes are flanged at the

, tips with a dielectric material. Then the spacing for mini-
mum ignition is equal to the quenching distance. Lewis and
yon Elbe were the first to recognize the importance of the
quenching effect in such measurements.

The ignition-energy data to be discussed were all obtained
by the general method just described. However, they rep-
resent ideal conditions tha_ are not met outside the labora-

tory; therefore, one should not expect the small energies

folmd under these conditions to be suffix.lent for practical

ignition systems. For instance, the gap of a sparkplug is
fixed so that it may be less than the quenching distance under

some conditions (although ignition is still sometimes possible
if enough energy is expended to heat the electrodes and to

increase the volume of the discharge). Furthermore, the

laboratory measurements are made in quiescent mixtures,
whereas in practical cases the gas is usually moving and may
be turbulent. Finally, the spark duration may affect the

energy needed for ignition. No work is known to have
been done on the effects of flow velocity, turbulence level,

and spark duration on ignition ener_es of hydrogen-air mix-

tures. Studies with propane-air mixtures show that igni-
tion energy increases with velocity and turbulence intensity

(ref. 49), and the same trends would no doubt appear with
hydrogen-air mixtures. As to the effect of spark duration,
for hydrocarbon fuels, sparks lasting 100 to 1000 micro-

seconds give lower ignition energies than slower or faster
sparks (refs. 49 an([ 50).

The remaining w_riables--composition, pressure, and tem-
perature-have been studied and are discussed in the next

paragraphs. It is again pointed out that the small energies

cited may not sufiice for practical cases, but the trends
should apply.

Effect of mixture eomposition._Figure 17 is a plot of
ignition energy in millijoules against fuel concentration for
mixtures at atmospheric temperature and several pressures
(ref. 37). The 1-atmosphere curve indicates a minimum

energy of 0.019 millijoule at about the stoichiometric mixtm'e
and rises steeply toward the lean and rich flammability

limits. By way of contrast, the ignition energy of a 70-
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percent mixture of hydrogen in oxygen is 0.007 millijoule
(ref. 37), and this is apparently not the minimum of the

ignition-energy----concentration curve.

Effect of pressure.--As the pressure is lowered, the igni-

tion energy increases rapidly, as shown by figure 17. Al-
though there are too few points to define the curves closely,
it appears that the minimum occurs near stoichiometric

regardless of the pressure. The minimum ignition energies
change by more than an order of magnitude over the pres-
sure range studied.

Figure 18 is a logarithmic cross plot of data from figure 17

for three equivalence ratios. Although curves might have
been faired through the data more closely, a linear relation

was assumed in order to show the average effect of pressure.
This effect is, approximately,

IocP-* (4)

Data from reference 9 for stoichiometric mixtures are also

included; the points are higher than those from reference 37
and also show a greater pressure dependence. There is too

much scatter in both sets of data to define the slopes of the

lines very well, but in general the exponent x in equation (4)
has a value of about 2.

Minimum ignition pressures are sometimes reported for
various fuels. These pressures are obtained with fixed elec-

trode spacings and occur either because of quenching effects
or because of the limited spark energy available. In other
words, it has not yet been shown that there is an absolute

low-pressure limit below which ignition can never occur.
However, minimum ignition pressures are of practical value.

For example, it is possible to ignite the most favorable

hydrogen-air mixture down to 0.015 atmosphere by use of a
gap 0.28 centimeter wide and 8.64 ioules of energy (ref. 51).

This is one of the cases mentioned previously, in which
the quenching effect may be overpowered by sufficient energy,

because the gap is less than the quenching distance at pres-
sures less than about 0.2 atmosphere (fig. 13).

Effect of temperatttre.--Reference 52 contains the only

work found on the effect of mixture temperature on spark
ignition energy. The authors state that the following rela-

tion holds, except perhaps at temperatures less than 243 ° K:

log I_ 1/2"o (5)

The position of the minimum in curves of ignition energy
_gainst fuel concentration shifted to leaner mixtures as the

temperature was increased. The following table gives the
data of reference 52 for stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixtures
at a pressure of 1 atmosphere:

Mixture

tempera-
ture, °K

273
298
373

Spark ignition
energy, milli-

joules

0.0315
.028
.018
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F[nU_E 18.--Effect of pressure on spark ignition energy.

FLAME STABILITY

Flames are stable because of interactions among the flame,
the flow, and nearby solid surfaces. If a condition of a

stable flame seated on a burner port or flameholder is changed
(e. g., flow velocity), the flame may not remain seated.

With burner flames, flashback or blowoff may occur; with
flames on fiameholders in ducts, only blowoff is usually en-
countered, not flashback. The mechanisms of stabilization

for the two kinds of flames are different; therefore the data
are discussed separately.

FLASHBACK AND BLOWOFF OF BURNER FLAMES

The flashba.ck and blowoff of burner flames are governed

by the gradient of flow velocity near the burner wall, as
pointed out by Lewis and yon EIbe (ref. 37). Burner stabil-

ity data are, therefore, usually correlated by plotting the
critical boundary velocity gradient calculated for the con-
ditions at flashback gs_ or at blowoff g_o against fuel con-

centration. The gradients are given by the following ex-
pression (ref. 53):

FU Re
gio. _o-_ 2d (6)

Reference 53 contains friction factors to be used for various

regimes of laminar and turbulent flow. For laminar flow

in long cylindrical tubes, F=I6/Re; hence,

(gr_. bo)L= 8 U/d (7)

483428---59--3
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Flashback.--Figure 19 shows the only data found for

flashback of laminar hydrogen-air burner flames at atmos-
pheric temperature and pressure (ref. 54). Critical boundary

velocity gradients are plotted against fuel concentration.
The solid curve represents flashback completely into the
burner tube. The dashed curves refer to cases in wilich

the flames tilted and partly entered the tube before finally

flashing back. In these cases tile burner wall was pre-

sumably well heated, and thus quencifing was reduced and
the flames were more prone to flash back; consequently, for

a given mixture and burner diameter a higher flow velocity
was required to prevent flashback, and JI,.z was accordingly
greater.

The effects of reduced pressure on flashback of laminar

hydrogen-air flames have recently been studied (ref. 27). In

that work tilted flames were considered to have flashed back,
even though they only partially entered the burner. Since

tilted flames existed over a pressure range of only a few
millimeters of mercury, little error was incurred. Figure

20 shows curves of gsb.L against fuel concentration for two
reduced pressures; the atmospheric curve from figure 19
is repeated for comparison. The maximum occurs near

38 percen_ hydrogen regardless of the pressure. The
pressure dependence of gi_.L for equivalence ratios from
0.95 to 2.25 can be expressed as follows (ref. 27):

grb.L _ P 1"_5 (8)

All the data discussed were obtained with a water-

cooled burner. If the burner is not cooled, the results are
not reproducible and depend on the burner size and the
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thickness and material of the burner wall. Such effects were

_tudied by Bollinger and Edse for hydrogen-oxygen mixtures
(ref. 55).

Reference 34 extends the study of flashback at reduced

pressures to turbulent flow. The critical boundary velocity
_oTadients for flashback g:_.r were calculated by means of

equation (6) by use of the appropriate friction factor. In
figure 21 data from reference 34 for three pressures are plotted

against mole percent of hydrogen in air. Comparison of
figure 21 with figure 20 shows that the values of g:b.r are

much larger than those of g:b.L but that the peaks of the
curves occur at about the same concentration. Reference 34

reports the following pressure dependence of g:_.r:

g:_. 7"_ pi.31 (9)

Within experimental error the exponent is the same as
that for laminar flames (eq. (8)). Therefore, the following
relation holds, regardless of pressure, burner diameter, and

composition:

gf_'r=2.8 (10)
g/b,L

It is hard to explain why g:_. r should be almost three times

as large as g:b.L. Turbulent burning velocities are not
enough greater than laminar burning velocities to account
for equation (10). Reference 34 tentatively concludes that

the explanation lies in the penetration of the flame into the
laminar sublayer at the burner wall and that the flame

approaches the wall more closely in turbulent then in laminar
flOW.
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FIGURE 22.--Blowoff of hydrogen-air Bunsen-burner flames at atmos-

pheric pressure (refs. 54 and 56).

Blowoff.--In figure 22 the known data for blowoff of
hydrogen-air burner flames at atmospheric pressure are

shown as g_o plotted against fuel concentration. The work

was done by yon Elbe and Mentser (ref. 54), who correlated
their data in terms of g_o as calculated by equation (7),

the simple equation for laminar flow. However, the points
they took in the turbulent flow regime fell off the curve.
It was later shown by Wohl, Kapp, and Gazley (ref. 56)

that all the data would fall nicely on a single curve if g_o
were calculated by the correct expression, equation (6).

It is the latter curve that is reproduced in figure 22. For

laminar flow, equation (7) was used; while for turbulent
flow, the gradient was calculated from equation (6) in the

following form:

0.023 Re°'% T
g_.r= d (11)

The data cover only a limited range of hydrogen concen-

trations (those lean to stoichiometric). However, on the

basis of work with other fuels, the blowoff curve for open
burner flames is expected to level off with increasing equiv-

alence ratio; at some rich equivalence ratio blowoff would
stop and would be replaced by flame lifting (ref. 56). This

would occur because of dilution of rich mixtures by ambient

air. If ambient air is excluded, as in a Smithells burner,
the blowoff curve peaks at a concentration near that for
maximum burning velocity, just as does the flashback curve

(see figs. 19 to 21).
Further burner blowoff data, obtained at reduced pressures

in both laminar and turbulent flow, are reported in reference

34. These data do not fit into a simple correlation with

boundary velocity gradient, such as the one shown in figure
22. Blowoff of hydrogen-air flames from burners is not

fully understood, and the theoretical model (ref. 37), which
leads to the concept of a critical boundary velocity gradient,
may have to be modified (ref. 34).

BLOWOFF OF CONFINED FLAMES FROM FLAMEHOLDERS

Flames held on bluff bodies in ducts owe their stability
to the recirculation zone behind the flameholder. This

zone may be thought of as a pilot that keeps the main flame
established as long as it is able to ignite the mixture flowing

past. Blowoff occurs if the main stream flows so fast that
sustained ignition cannot be achieved. The flow velocity

at which this condition arises depends on the size and shape
of the flameholder as well as on the temperature, pressure,

and composition of the incoming mixture.
Most flameholder blowoff data are correlated on a single

curve by plotting fuel concentration against a parameter of
the form

D,-_-_--, _: (12)

where x, y, and z are empirical exponents, all positive in
sign (ref. 53).

DeZubay reports the following correlation parameter for
blowoff of hydrogen flames from disk-type flameholders in
reference 57 :

U_
D0.74p0.61 =J(_) (13)
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(The data are not given in ref. 57, however.) The work on

which this parameter is based was done at reduced pres-
sures. The effects of mixture temperature were not studied.
DeZubay points out tbat the maximum value obtained for

the parameter is 11 times as great as the corresponding

maximum value for propane-air flames, an effect that reflects
the much greater stability of hydrogen flames.

Reference 58, which deals with the effects of the diameter
of water-cooled cylindrical-rod flameholders, found that

there are the following two separate regimes of flameholder
stability:

(1) Laminar-flame regime. The composition of tile mix-

ture burning in the recirculation zone behind the flame-
holder is affected by molecular diffusion. _nce hydrogen

diffuses more readily than oxygen, in contrast to almost all

ordinary fuels, small flameholders actually stabilize hydro-
gen flames to higher flow velocities than do larger flame-

holders at a given lean equivalence ratio.
(2) Turbulent-flame regime. At a Reynolds number near

10 _ the recirculation-zone shear region becomes turbulent.

The stability behavior of lean hydrogen flames reverses, and
larger flameholders become more effective. Zukoski (ref.
58) concludes from an examination of tile literature that for

mixtures near stoichiometric the blowoff velocity for any

fuel varies approximately as the square root of the flame-
holder diameter in the turbulent-flame regime. His data

are not complete enough to support this conclusion for the
specific case of hydrogen-air flames; however, DeZubay's
statement that U_oocD °'74 for hydrogen flames supported

on (hsks (ref. 59) is in general agreement with Zukoski's
conclusion.

These points are perhaps clarified by figure 23, which

shows data adapted from reference 58. I_ appeared that
the blowoff velocities and rod diameters corresponding to

low Reynolds numbers could be correlated rouglfiy by the

parameter U_o/D -°3_. (Note the negative diameter e.x-
ponent, which agrees with the discussion just given of the
laminar-flame regime.) This parameter was accordingly

plotted against equivalence ratio. Solid data points cor-
respond to flow velocities and rod diameters suctl that

Re _104, and open data points correspond to those such that
Re <_10% It is clear from figure 23 that two blowoff curves
are obtained. One is defined by points for which Re )10 _,

and the other by points for which Re _10%

The fact that flames were stabilized at very lean equiva-
lence ratios (fig. 23) provides added proof that the recircula-

lion zone is enriched by diffusion. The mixtures were
homogeneous and would not ordinarily be expected to sup-
port combustion below the flammability limit for coherent

flames (i. e., below _-'=0.24).
Figure 23 also makes it clear that much work remains to

be done on the flameholder stability of hydrogen-air flames;
the data are confined to lean mixtures and small flameholders.

The difficulty is that the flames are extremely stable, and
large air-handling facilities are needed to provide flows high

enough to cause blowoff.

DETONATION PROPERTIES

Under certain conditions an ordinary flame traveling
through a vessel filled with combustible mixture can trans-

form into a detonation. The detonation wave then advances

at several times the speed of sound in the unburned mixture.

Whereas in ordinary flames there is a small pressure drop
from the tmburned to the burned gas, in a detonation there

is a very considerable pressure rise. The calculated ratio of
pressure behind the wave, in the burned gas, to that ahead

of the wave is 18 for a stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen
mixture and about 15 for a stoichiometric hydrogen-air

mixture (ref. 37, p. 607). Moreover, there is a strong con-

vective flow of burned gas following the wave. When such
a pressure wave meets an obstacle, the momentum of the
burned gas is added to the pressure effect, and very large

forces may be exerte({.
The reasons for the transformation from ordinary burning

to detonation are no_ fully understood. In the usual labora-

tory experiments the strength of the ignition source and the
diameter and surface roughness of the tube affect the runup

distance (the (lis_ance from the igniter at which detonation
occurs). These variables are, therefore, carefully controlled.
The flame, ignited with a minimal ignition source, must
travel a considerable distance in a smooth tube before
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detonation occurs. For a stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen
mixture, for example, the flame must travel 70 centimeters
in a 25-millimeter tube at an initial pressure of 1 atmosphere

(ref. 37, p. 588). The runup distance decreases with increas-
ing pressure.

In practical cases, however, these distances probably do
not apply. Excess ignition energy may tend to drive the

flame, and rough walls may cause the gas flowing ahead of
it to become turbulent. Both factors would tend to shorten

the distance for runup to detonation. Thus, one should not
count on a definite runup distance; it is safer to assume that

the possibility of detonation always exists if the mixture is
within the limits of detonability. However, the onset of
detonation could be delayed by making the tube walls of an

acoustically attenuating material, such as porous sintered

bronze (ref. 60). The runup distance could be increased by
as much as a factor of 2. Another safety device is a sudden

enlargement in a duct. Reference 61 shows that detonation
waves traveling through stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen
mixtures in a 7-millimeter tube were transformed to slow-

moving flames on passing an abrupt transition to a larger
tube. However, if the larger tube were long enough, a new

transition to detonation wouhl subsequently occur.
Figure 24 shows detonation velocities in hydrogen-air and

hydrogen-oxygen mixtures plotted against fuel concentration

(ref. 37, pp. 585 and 586). The limits of detonability are
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also shown. For hydrogen-air mixtures these are 18.3 and
59.0 percent, and for hydrogen-oxygen mLxtures, 15 and 90

percent. Since these concentrations are within the flam-
mability limits, not all flammable mixtures are detonable.
It is interesting to note that the detonation velocity does not

have a pronounced peak at some favored equivalence ratio,

as burning velocity does.
It is also noteworthy that detonation velocity depends

much less on temperature and pressure than does burning
velocity. This can be seen from the data in table IV (ref.

37, p. 583). A temperature increase fl'om 283 ° to 373 ° K
at constant pressure actually causes a slight drop in detona-

tion velocity, perhaps because the density decreases. At
constant temperature the velocity apparently increases

slowly with pressure. The same conclusion is reached in
reference 62, which extends the study of hydrogen-oxygen

mixtures to a pressure of i0 atmospheres. The changes,
although consistent in direction, are not far outside the

expected error of the measurement.

EXPLOSION LIMITS, SPONTANEOUS IGNITION, AND THE

CHEMISTRY OF HYDROGEN OXIDATION

EXPLOSION LIMITS

Description of phenomenon.--When heated to a high
enough temperature, a mixture of hydrogen and oxidant

may spontaneously ignite .after the lapse of some time called
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the ignition lag. But with certain combinations of pressure
and vessel size, the mixture may fail to ignite at a tempera-
ture that would cause ignition under other conditions; this

is the phenomenon of explosion limits. It is not in the
province of this report to give a thorough review of explosion

limits; this has been done elsewhere (e. g., ref. 37). In the
present report the phenomenon is described, some data are
shown, and some of the important conclusions as to the

chemistry of hydrogen oxidation are presented.

Explosion limits are measured in closed vessels at relatively
low temperatures (usually 600 ° C or less). The ignition

la_ are reasonably long at such temperatures; in fact, as
is pointed out later, ignition la_ are effectively infinite.

Figure 25 is a collection of curves of explosion limits as a
function of temperature and pressure (ref. 37). Consider
the s3lid cur ce, which is for a staichiometric hydrogen-oxygen
mixture in a spherical vessel 7.4 centimeters in diameter

lightly coated with potassium chloride. Mong a vertical
line of constant temperature there is at first no explosion.
Then at some low pressure the first explosion limit is reached,

and the mixture remains explosive with increasing pressure
until the second limit is reached. Above the pressure of the
second limit (which increases with increasing temperature)

the mixture is nonexplosive and only undergoes slow reaction

up to the pressure of the third limit. At all higher pressures
the mixture remains explosive.

This curve represents limits in the following sense: If data
were taken at a series of temperatures and constant pressure,

as along the 100D-millimeter-of-mercury isobar of figure 25,
the ignition lags wouhl increase more and more rapidly as
the temperature was decreased toward 542 ° C. These lags
refer to the time from the instant at which mixture is in-

troduced into the hot vessel until the explosion occurs. Near

the temperature of the limit the lags would go up very rapidly
from a finite value at a temperature just over 542 ° C to
effectively an infinite value at a temperature just under

542 ° C. Since the system is closed, wha_ really happens is
that below a critical temperature the reactants are used up

and diluted with product (water), and these effects overpower
those due to acceleration of the reaction by self-heating and

chain-branching.
Effects of variables on explosion limits.--Explosion limits

depend on the size of the vessel and the nature of the walls.
This is indicated by the dashed curves in figure 25. The

larger the vessel, the lower the pressure of the third limit.

,The junction of the first and second limits is displaced to

higher temperatures as the vessel is made smaller. Along

the second-limit curve, vessel size has little effect if the diame-

ter is large (7.4 to 10 cm for the data shown), but the pressure

is decreased considerably for small vessels.

The effects of surface coating with various salts are very

pronounced, especially near the junction of the first and

second limits. For example, this junction occurs for a 7.4-
centimeter flask at about 340 ° C if the walls are coated with

potassium tetraborate and at 400 ° C if they are lightly

coated with potassium chloride.

If nitrogen is added to the stoichiometric hydrogen-oxygen
mixture so as to make the mixture stoichiometric hydrogen

in air, the second limit in a 7.4-centimeter vessel (with
sodium chloride coating) at 530 ° C is raised from 85 to 117
millimeters of mercury. The mole fraction of nitrogen in

such a mixture is 0558. Other inert gases in the same
amount have quite different effects. In argon "air" under
the same conditions the limit is raised to about 160 milli-

meters of mercury. _n carbon dioxide "air" the effect is

reversed, and the second limit is lowered to 56 millimeters

of mercury. Tim specific effects of these inert gases are
clearer if the partial pressures of hydrogen and oxygen in the

mixtures are compared, rather than the total pressures. On
this basis, argon has no specific effect, because the partial
pressures of hydrogen and oxygen total 85 millimeters of

mercury. Nitrogen and carbon dioxide both reduce the
partial pressure at the second limit, nitrogen, from 85 to 65
millimeters of mercury, and carbon dioxide, from 85 to 31

millimeters of mercury.

In view of tl_e very complicated behavior of explosion
limits and their sensitivity to surface effects, it is difficult to

answer questions on safety. Fro" example, the question
wimther it is safe to heat a static mixture to a given tempera-
lure should be accompanied by a statement of the pressure,

vessel diameter, and surface nature. Even then, it is un-
likely that an 3" experimental data will be found to answer
practical questimls dealing with metal containers and with

the precise mLxture un(ler consideration. The data in figure

25 do rio more than set very approximate bounds.

CHEMISTRY OF HYDROGEN OXIDATION

The complex behavior of explosion limits has been used

to establish tile details of the oxidation of hydrogen. The
full story is not given here, but may be found in referenees
37 and 63. The basic fact is timt the oxidation reaction

proceeds by a chain mechanism, with the hydrogen arid
oxygen atoms (H and O) and the hydroxyl free radical
(OH) as chain carriers:

kt

()H + H2-------*H20 + H (I)

Lz

H + O.)------_OH +O (II)

ka

O + Hr-------,OH +H (III)

The OH radicals that start the sequence are assumed to

arise by a reaction between O., and H2, the details of which
are not specified (r_q. 37). The radicals lead directly to the

final product, water, and in so doing produce a hydrogen
atom. This starts chain branching (reactigns (II) and

(III)) in which two ctmin carriers are produced for each one
used up. If lef_ unchecked, chain branching will lead to

an explosion through an exponential growth in chain-carrier
concentration, and hence in reaction rate. Actually, rea('-
tion (II) is strongly endothermic and occurs very rarely

until a suffieiently high temperature is reached. It is for
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his reason that hydrogen-oxygen mixtures are stable at

oom temperature.
Chain-breaking imposes another check on the exponential

acrease in chain carriers. I-I, O, and OH may be destroyed

f they meet a wall. This is the reason for tile existence of
he first explosion limit. It occurs at pressures so low that,

,n the average, a chain carrier strikes the wall before it has
, fruitful collision in the gas phase. However, if the wall

effects rather than destroys the chain carrier, tile limit is

hifted; this explains the dependence on surface nature.
Chain carriers are also destroyed in the gas phase. The

nechanism is probably as follows:

k_

H + 02 ÷ M-----*HO2 +M (IV)

vhere M is any molecule other than a chain carrier. HO2,

chile reactive, still can survive long enough to reach tile
vall, where it may be destroyed. The frequency of these

.hree-body reactions increases with increasing pressure,
mtil at some critical pressure they overcome the chain

_ranching and thereby produce the second explosion limit.
_ince the second limit is caused by gas-phase events, it is

'elatively insensitive to vessel factors; but there are some
'fleets when the wall is reflective toward HO2 and returns
t to the reaction zone.

The mixture again becomes explosive at the third limit,

vhere tim pressure is so high that I-IO2 cannot get to the
call before reacting. It is likely that the reaction of HO2

n the gas phase is

k5

HO2 q- H:----_H20_-[- H (V)

iref. 37). This reaction restores the chain carrier lost in
'eaction (IV), and chain breaking can no longer overcome

'_hain branching.
This brief discussion explains qualitatively the existence

)f explosion limits, but is not complete enough to explain all

_he details of the observed effects, particularly of surface
_ffects. The arguments may be summarized by stating

_hat explosion limits arise because of competition in the gas
md at the wall between reactions that inactivate the chain

_arriers I-I, O, and OH and those that perpetuate the carriers
md increase their number.

SPONTANEOUS IGNITION

, Relation between spontaneous ignition and explosion lim-
its.--In the discussion of explosion limits, it is pointed out
_hat the limit could be obtained from the variation of ignition

lag with temperature at constant pressure. This would be a

_pontaneous-ignition experiment. In other words, spcn-
_aneous-ignition temperatures lie in the region to the
right of an explosion-limit curve such as shown in figure 25.

In general, modern work on spontaneous-ignition tempera-
tures (to which this review is limited) has dealt with condi-

tions that give short ignition lags. Therefore, it has been
necessary to use flow systems rather than the static closed

systems used in the study of explosion limits, in which the
time needed to admit mixture to the hot vessel becomes long

compared with the ignition lag. For every spontaneous-
ignition apparatus there should be a particular explosion-
linfit curve for a given hydrogen nfixture, fixed by the size,

shape, and material of construction. The curves are seldom
determined in practice, so spontaneous-ignition data are
taken at conditions removed an unknown distance fl'om the

limit curve. Thus, the contributions of the various gas-phase

and surface reactions to the spontaneous-ignition process are
hard to estimate, even though the chenfistry is no doubt the

same as it is at the explosion linfits.
In summary, explosion limits are determined by the balance

between chain-breaking and -branching and are independent

of time. Spontaneous ignition, on the other hand, is a rate
process that may be affected to a greater or lesser degree by
"chain breaking or chain branching, depending on the appa-

ratus, the pressure, and the temperature.
Theoretical considerations.--The complexity of the chem-

istry of spontaneous ignition has led to attempts to simplify

the concepts. The general procedure is to consider the
process as a whole and to ignore the individual steps of the
reaction mechanism; this type of approach has recently

been reviewed in reference 64. For the hydrogen-oxygen
reaction one might hope that the reaction rate couhl be

expressed in the following Arrhenius form:

_----[H.2]*[O.,]_exp(--R_ ) (14)

(Chemical swnbols in brackets denote molar concentrations.)

The reasonable assumption is then made that the ignition
lag is inversely proportional to the reaction rate:

_1/_ (15)

Front equations (14) and (15) the following relation may be
obtained:

E
In r-_-T--X in [H2]--y in [02]+Constant (16)

If the concentrations are converted to molecules per unit

volume by means of the gas law, the expected pressure
dependence may be found:

In r_R_--(x_-y) lnP+(x÷y) In T+Constant (17)

Equation (17) h_Ids for a given mixture.

Equations (16) and (I7) are really little more than guides

for handling spontaneous-ignition data; they show how to
plot the results with a reasonable expectation of getting

straight lines. Furthermore, if a plot of In r against 1/T is
linear, its slope has the value E/R; hence, the slope yields an
over-all activation energy, but this vahle cannot be related

to the real chemistry of the process without further con-
sideration.

The procedure just described is about all one can do on
theoretical grounds with most fuels, because the combustion

chemistry is poorly understood. But hydrogen is one of
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the few fuels for which the chemistry is known; therefore the

theory of spontaneous ignition can be elaborated. This is

done in the following paragraphs, which give new interpreta-

tions of the effects of temperature, pressure, and concentra-
tion on spontaneous-ignition lags of hydrogen.

Reactions (I) to (IV) represent only a part of the total

mechanism operative at the explosion limits. The surface

chemistry is left out altogether. But for a homogeneous
reaction under conditions where the walls are unimportant

(i. e., at reasonably high pressures), these equations may be
sufficient to describe the reaction.

The over-all reaction rate ¢0 is the rate of formation of

water:

w=d[H20]/dt (18)

d[H2Ol/dt=kl[Hd[OH] (19)

From reaction (I),

After a short induction period, the rate of water formation

attains a steady state, and OH concentration becomes (ref.

37, p. 10)

i
[Ottl =

//1 2kz h (20)kl[H2] \

Combining equations (I9) and (20) gives

(21)

d[HoO] i
dt 2k_

l----

k_[M]

It is next assumed, as before, that the ignition lag is inversely

proportional to the over-all rate (eq. (18)). The following
relation is obtained:

(22)

The nature of the initiation reactions, which are lumped

together in the term i, is fairly well understood (ref. 37,

p. 42). If they are introduced explicitly into the simple
scheme of reactions (I) to (IV), the calculations become very
complicated. For the present purpose it is sufficient to use
the pressure dependence of the rate of initiation, and this is

, known from explosion-limit work to be at least as great as
second order (ref. 37, p. 37). Therefore, it is assumed that

or i=c2(_p_ j (23)

where e2(T) is a proportionality constant dependent on
temperature. The concentration [M], which refers to any

of the molecules of the mixture, is directly proportional to
the pressure and inversely proportional to the temperature:

[MI = e3 P (24)

When equations (23) and (24) are combined with equation

(22), the following expression is obtained:

cl 1 2k_
(25)

In this equation the terms c_(T), ks, and k_ are all functions of

temperature. If the temperature is held constant, the varia-
tion of ignition lag with pressure may be investigated. Equa-

tion (25), in that case, takes the following form:

K, K_
r=p2 p3 (26)

Differentiation of equation (26) with respect to pressure

shows that the curve of r against P has either a ma.,dmum or
a minimum at the place where

p 3K2
----2-_t (27)

Differentiation a second time shows that at this value of P the

secoml derivative is negative. Therefore, the curve of r

against P at constant temperature should have a maximum.
Of course, the pressure at which the maximum occurs could
not be calculated unless the values of the constants were
known.

Some remarks may also be made about the variation of
ignition lag with temperature at constant pressure. Equa-

tion (17), derived from the simplified concepts discussed
first, predicts a linear plot of In r against lIT with a slope
E/R. (Data are usually taken over too small a temperature

rhnge to show any effect of the other temperature-depemtent
term in equation (17).) Later in this report it is shown that

spontaneous-ignition data do conform to this simple relatioh.
Examination of equation (25) shows that, _n order that the

linear relation hold, the second term inside the parentheses

should be relatively independent of temperature. Then,

1
r_ c:( T----_ (28)

Since the factor c_(T) expresses a chemical rate, it may be
expected to vary as exp(--E/RT). The observed relation

then follows. The advantage of this treatment is that it

focuses attention on the reaction whose activation energy is
actually obtained from the plot of In r against 1/T; that is,

on the chain-initiation reaction, not on the propagation or
chain-breaking reaction. Physically, it is logical that this
should be so in a spontaneousQgnition process.

Finally, the expected dependence of ignition lag on hydro-
gen concentration may be discussed. The approximate rela-
tion (eq. (28)) is used. Since c2(T) is related to the chemical

rate expression for the chain-initiation process, c2(T) depends

not only on temperature but also on concentration. Once

again, the dependence cannot be stated explicitly because
the complete chemical mechanism has not been used. How-
ever, explosion-limit studies show that the rate of initiation

increases strongly with increasing hydrogen concentration
and depends hardly at all on oxygen concentration (ref. 37,
p. 40). In fact, oxygen seems to be simply an inert diluent as

far as chain initiation is concerned. Therefore, ignition lag
should decreast" sharply with increasing hydrogen concentra-
tion.
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The main conclusions of the extended treatment of spon-

taneous ignition of hydrogen based on real reaction kinetics

may be summarized as follows:
(1) The curve of ignition lag against pressure at constant

Lemperature should show a maximum.
(2) The observed linear dependence of In r on 1/]' shows

that the chain-initiation process is dominant in spontaneous-

_gnition experiments. Activation energies derived from such

plots apply to the initiation process.
(3) Ignition lags should decrease sharply with increasing

t_ydrogen concentration and should show little, if any,

clependence on oxygen concentration.
Sources of spontaneous-ignition data.--The subject of the

_pontaneous ignition of hydrogen is a very old one, but much
of the earlier work is only qualitative. The following para-

_aphs consider the more recent work contained in references
65 to 68. Despite the extensive work on spontaneous

ignition, even the data from recent sources are strongly

dependent on apparatus. Therefore, data for a particular
application are best chosen from work done in a manner that

resembles the practical situation in question. For this reason

the general features of the experiments reported in references
65 to 68 are described here.

References 65 and 66 report studies at lower temperature

and long ignition lags (0.1 to 10 sec). The delays were there-
fore measured directly and refer to the time from the instant

of mixing of hot streams of hydrogen and oxidant to the in-
stant at which flame appeared. References 67 and 68 cove_

spontaneous-ignition temperatures high enough to give igni-

tion delays in the millisecond range. In these cases stable
flame fronts were formed in tile ducts, and the lags were cal-

culated from tile known average flow velocity and the dis-

tance from a zero-reaction point to the flame. The high

spontaneous-ignition temperatures are probably not the only
cause of the short lags reported in references 67 and 68; the

presence of the flame may also have bad an effect.
Other sources of discrepancy are the degree of mixing and

the method of heating. In the work of reference 67 the

hydrogen was injected into an airstream heated (and vitiated)

by preburning upstream. In the work of reference 65 the
fuel and air were heated separately, and no special effort
was made to produce rapid mixing. In reference 66 the gases
were heated separately and rapidly mixed. And in the work

of reference 68 a premixed stream was heated to a static

temperature below the spontaneous-ignition temperature
and then passed into a diffuser, where the increase in static

temperature and pressure caused reaction to start. The
zero-reaction point in this case was arbitrarily chosen as the
diffuser exit.

Effect of temperature._It has already been pointed out

that simple theory anticipates a linear relation between the

logarithm of the ignition lag and the reciprocal of the

spontaneous-ignition temperature. Figure 26 (taken from

ref. 64)shows that this relation does hokt for data of two

investigators, and it is assumed to hold for the data of refer-

ence 66 as well. This linear relation also reemphasizes the

large discrepancies among the various methods, differences

of as much as two orders of magnitude.
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FIGURE:26.--Effeet of spontaneous-ignition temperature on ignition

lag.

According to equation (16) or (17), over-all activation
energies may be computed from the slopes of these lines.

Values are listed on figure 26; they range from 34 to 86 kilo-
calories per mole. The extended theory points out that the

activation energies are over-all values for the chain-initiation
process. The wide spread probably means that unrecognized
experimental variables affected the results. For example,

two points are included in figure 26 from work of yon Elbe
and Lewis on explosion limits (ref. 69). At pressures near

atmospheric such data lie in the same range as those from
some of the experiments in flowing systems. However, the

presence of a surface effect in this work (salt or sodium
tungstate coating) shows that such effects may very well be

present in the other data. Chain initiation is indirectly tied
in with surface effects through the following reactions (ref.

37, pp. 42 to 43):

wall
2H02 _ H20_+O: (VI)

*_ H20+ 10._ (VII)H2O:_

wall

H2+O2 _ H202 (VIII)
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FIGURE 27.--Effect of hydrogen concentration on ignition lag at

atmospheric pressure.

Therefore, wall effects may affect the observed activation
energy if they act to inhibit one or more of the preceding

reactions. This is a subject, that has not been dealt with in

spontaneous-ignition work.
Effect of fuel concentration.--It was concluded from tile

theoretical considerations that ignition lag should decrease

with increasing hydrogen concentration but should be quite

independent of oxygen concentration. Mullins found no
variation with over-all fuel-air ratio for carbon monoxide or

, methane and implicitly assumed that this result holds for

very lean mixtures of any fuel (ref. 67). But in the two ex-
periments in which hydrogen concentration was actually

known and was varied, a strong hydrogen-concentration de-

pendence was found. Data of references 66 and 68 are

shown in figure 27. Both experiments showed that the

ignition lag decreases with increasing hydrogen concentra-

tion over the range covered. However, both the form of

the depen(lence and the orders of magnitude of the lags

are entirely different in the two eases, even though the

spontaneous-ignition temperatures are nearly the same.

There have been no studies in which the oxygen concen-

tration of homogeneous mixtures was systematically varied;

however, the data of reference 66 (fig. 27) represent changes

6O

I

I

FtC, URE 28.--Effect of

1 1
.5 .6 .7 .8 .9

Pressure, P, otto

pressure on ignition lag of hydrogen-air mixtures

(ref. 67).

in oxygen content from about 13 to 20 percent because of the

wide range of hydroge,l concentrations covered. The data
would be expected to deviate from a straight line if there

were a very strong effect of oxygen concentration. Other
evidence comes from Dixon's experiments (ref. 65), in which

hydrogen was injected into both air and oxygen and the
differences in the spontaneous-ignition temperature were

only 3° to 6° C for a 0.5-second ignition lag. Both sets of
data therefore contirm the prediction that ignition lag should

be independent of oxygen concentration.
Effect of pressure.--Both Dixon (ref. 65) and Mullins

(ref. 67) studied the effect of pressure on spontaneous igni-
tion. Mullins' data are plotted in figure 28; the curves of

ignition lag against pressure at constant spontaneous-igni tion
temperature have maximums. This agrees with the predic-

tion of the ext, ended theory of spontaneous ignition. ,ks
pressure is decreased below 1 atmosphere, ignition lags in-

crease until a pressure near 0.5 atmosphere is reached;

further decreases in pressure oause the lags to decrease.
Dixon noted similar behavior for constant. 0.5-second igni-
tion lag, that is, as pressure was decreased from about 1.5
atmospheres, the curve of spontaneous-ignition temperature

against pressure went through a maximum near 1 atmos-
phere (ref. 65). Thus, there is a difference of about 0.5
atmosphere in the pressure at which these two authors found
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the promoting effect of reduced pressure to begin. Further-
more, the spontaneous-ignition temperatures at which

Dixon found 0.5-second lags were in the range where Mullins
found lags of a few milliseconds, so again there was the kind

of discrepancy noted in figure 27.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS

In view of the many factors that affect ignition lags and

spontaneous-ignition temperatures and the wide discrep-
ancies in the results obtained, it is not possible to state
absolutely safe limits of temperature and soaking time for

hydrogen mixtures. However, it seems significant that the
really large differences are found when one compares ex-

periments with and without a stabilized flame. In both

figures 26 and 27 the lags found by Mullins and by Four_
with a flame present throughout the test (refs. 67 and 68,

respectively) are in the millisecond range; those of all other
workers were obtained from systems in which a flame was

not initially present and are about two orders of magnitude
greater. Considering all the data, it is hkely that, in the

absence of a flame, hydrogen-air mixtures at 1 atmosphere,
either flowing or static, may be held at temperatures up to
550 ° C for at least 1 second.

In recent work at tile Bureau of Mines, minimum

spontaneous-ignition temperatures were measured for

hydrogen-air mixtures diluted with water vapor (ref. 70).
The minimum spontaneous-ignition temperature is the lowest
temperature at which a mixture will ignite in a closed appara-

tus,even if allowed to soak for a very long time, and is there-
fore the same as an explosion-limit temperature. Reference
70 reports minimum spontaneous-ignition temperatures from

515 ° C (no water vapor) to 580 ° C (30 percent water vapor)

at a pressure of 7.8 atmospheres. Other tests showed that
pressure has little effect in the interval from 1 to l0 atmos-

pheres. On the basis of these and other data, reference 70

recommends that any temperature above 500 ° C be con-
sidered a potential spontaneous-ignition hazard for long
soaking times at pressures near atmospheric. At low pres-
sures, with certain surfaces, ignition can occur at tempera-

tures as low as 340 ° C (fig. 25).

RELATIONS AMONG COMBUSTION PROPERTIES

The combustion properties of hydrogen have been dis-

cussed more or less individually, and the data are valuable in

themselves. However, there are also interrelations among
several of the properties that should be pointed out. The

importance of these relations is twofold. First, they may
be used to estimate voids in the data on one property from
available data on another. Second, there are relations

between burning velocity and quenching distance from
which chemical rates in flames may be estimated. The

rates are significant in establishing the volumetric require-
ments for combustion.

FLAME REACTION RATES

Combustion properties in general depend both on chemical

rates and on transport processes. Certain combustion
properties ean, however, be combined to give quantities that
depend only on one or the other. This can be done only for

flames of a given chemical family, such as hydrogen-oxygen-
nitrogen flames. In reference 71, a thermal quenching

equation

Q ..... /Transport property
uencnmg am_anceoc-L/ _----_ (29)

¥ neacuon ra_e

is combined with a thermal burning-velocity equation

Burning velocity oc _/(Reaction rate) (Transport property)
(30)

to _ve

Burning velocity ¢cReaction rate (31)
Quenching distance

From this approach, it was calculated (ref. 71) that the aver-
age reaction rate in a stoichiometric hydrogen-air flame is

169 moles per liter per second. The average rates for hydro-
carbon fuels are very much lower. The values reported in

reference 71 for propane-air and isooctane-air mixtures are

1.04 and 0.24 moles per liter per second, respectively.

!
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FIGURE 29.--Relation between reaction-rate parameters for hydrogen-

air mixtures.

The very high reaction rate is the basic reason for the

outstanding vigor of hydrogen flames compared with flames
of hydrocarbon fuels. Flame temperatures are not much

different, so flame temperature is not the driving force of the

hydrogen reaction. Hydrogen is oxidized by a free-radical
chain mechanism, and the same is probably true for hydro-
carbons at or near flame temperatures. It is quite possible

that the activation energies of the individual steps of the
reaction mechanism are comparable in both cases. How-
ever, absolute rate theory shows that reactions of atoms and

other small free radicals with the polyatomic hydrocarbon
molecules will be as much as 10 -_ slower than the corre-

sponding reactions with the simple diatomic hydrogen mole-

cule, even if activation energies are similar for the two cases.
One might speculate, therefore, that hydrogen burns so

vigorously because it is a very simple molecule.

RELATIONS USEFUL FOR ESTIMATING DATA

Flashback velocity gradient, burning velocity, and quench-

ing distance.--Reference 56 states that the boundary velocity
gradient for flashback is directly proportional to the reaction
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rate. Reference 72 extends this concept and shows that the
reaction rate in question is not complicated by the effects of
transport processes and that the following relation holds for
flames of a given chemical family:

.o.s_7,.,,._ (32)
_yb _No

It had previously been shown (ref. 71) that burning velocity,
quenching distance, and reaction rate are related as follows,
as implied by equation (31):

UL __r
_ (33)

W'hen equations (32) and (33) are combined, the following
is obtained:

/TT \1.168

Figure 29 is a logarithnlic plot based on equation (34) for data
on hydrogen-air mixtures at 25° C and various pressures.
Two sets of recent atmospheric-pressure burning-velocity
data (refs. 10 and 26) were used to show the spread that
may be expected (in spite of which the correlation is definite).
The line as drawn has a slope of 1.03 rather than 1.168 as
predicted by equation (34).

Figure 29 may be used to estimate data on one of the
properties involved if the otimr two properties are known.
Aside from this practical purpose, the plot is valuable because
it shows that the theoretical ideas leading to equation (34)
are probably correct; the same basic chemistry is involved
in flashback, flame propagation, and flanle quenching.
The consistency shown when the results of various workers
are ph)tted in the form of figure 29 indicates that the data are
basically correct, even though there is some spread h'om the

i Pressure, P, Equ,volence Reference
oi'm (oho,

Quenchinq Burning

dislonce dq veloc)ly, UL

_- o I0 0,50 to4.00 37
_- c: 0.2 _o0.5 0.50 I 26 /
I--o 0.2 Io05 1.00_ 58 -_'_

_ 0.2 to05 2.001 ---ff--
_oo_ -- _---k-i--_-_ _+-l-- -_ I- _-_----

, --! 4 kk -T2 I--I--

610 20 40 60 80 I00 200 400

Fmumg 30.--Relation between product of quenching distance and.
burning velocity and transport parameters of hydrogen-air mixtures.

usual experimental errors. Results that depart widely
from the correlation should be suspected; such a departure
might result, for example, if burning velocity were measured
at low pressure without proper care to prevent quenching
effects.

Burning velocity and quenching distance.--Reference 71
points out that the product of burning velocity and quenching
distance should be proportional to a transport property,
namely the apparent thermal conductivity (see eqs. (29) and
(30)), for chemically similar systems such as various
hydrocarbon-oxygen-nitrogen mixtures. From the defini-
tion of apparent thermal conductivity given in reference 71
it was predicted that the following relation should hold for
such systems:

U,.d, oc ToTvp (35)

It was found that equation (35)holds very well for
hydrocarbon-oxygen-nitrogen flames. But attempts to apply
the relation to hydrogen-air flames fail, because no account
is taken of the very large effects of hydrogen concentration on
the transport process. It was found empirically that the
following modifie([ relation fits the data fairly well:

)]"U#l_o¢ o___ (36)

No attempt is made here to justify equation (36) on theoreti-
cal grounds. Figure 30 is a logarithmic plot made according

I i
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Quenching ignition1
disfcnce,dO energy,ffi

I i o 38 37 ;
0.2 _o0.5 ....

.04 .06 .08 .I .2 .4 .6
Quenchingdisfonce, dq, cm

FIOUI_E 31.--Relation between spark ignition energy and quenching
distance (between parallel plates) for hydrogen-air mixtures.
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,o equation (36) for various hydrogen-air mixtures at re-
[uced and atmospheric pressures. Except for three points

Lt an equivalence ratio of 0.5 and pressures from 0.2 to 0.5
_tmosphere, there is little scatter. The chief use of figure 30
s in finding the effect of initial mixture temperature on

luenching distance. This effect can be found by use of
_vailable data that show the effect of temperature on burning

7elocity.

Spark ignition energy and quenching distance.--Lewis and
zon Elbe first pointed out that spark ignition energy and

luenching distance yield a correlation line when plotted
ogarithmically (ref. 37, p. 415). Figure 31 shows such a

)lot for hydrogen-air mixtures at reduced and atmospheric
)ressures. The line shown is a segment of a general car-

"elation that fits data on many fuel-oxidant combinations

)vet a range of four orders of magnitude in ignition energy.
rhe theoretical basis for the correlation is not well understood.

Flashback velocity gradient and blowoff from flame-
aolders.---Studies by Zukoskfi and Marble (refs. 73 and 74)

_trongly indicate that the mechanism of flameholding on
)luff bodies depends on ignition time, provided that the

_hear re_on between the free stream and the flameholder
_ake is fully turbulent. The length of the wake is essen-

tially independent of stream velocity; for cylindrical-rod
Elameholders, the data of reference 74 indicate that the

following relation holds for a wide range of flow velocities:

L
----=-Constant---- 5.5 (37)
gD

where L and D are in inches. The ignition time available

to the gases flowing along the shear re_on is

t= L/'U (38)

where U is in inches per second. If t is equal to or less than

a characteristic value for the given mixture, blowoff will
occur because the gas cannot ignite and form a propagating

flame; then, equation (38) becomes:

t*=L/U_ (39)

Combining equations (37) and (39) yields, for cylindrical-

rod flameholders,

U . . _D
oo=o.o -_- (40)

Ignition along the flameholder wake is known to occur at
a temperature close to flame temperature (ref. 74). There-

fore, it is reasonable to suppose that the process is one of
spontaneous ignition at high temperature. It is assumed in

the earlier discussion of spontaneous ignition that the ignition
time is inversely proportional to the reaction rate, and in
view of the high temperature at which ignition occurs, the

rate in question may be taken as the average rate of reaction
in a flame. It has already been pointed out that flashback

velocity gradient depends on average flame reaction rate in
the manner shown by equation (32). Thus, it follows that

t*cc \ Noglb/ (41)

Data on the blowoff of hydrogen-air flames from cylindrical-

rod flameholders at atmospheric pressure have been obtained
only for lean mixtures and at low and intermediate Reynolds

numbers (ref. 58). However, a complete flashback curve is
available. With the aid of the relations just developed, it is

therefore possible to estimate a complete blowoff curve. It
should be noted that the curve will apply only when Reynolds

number is high enough to give a fully turbulent shear layer
between the wake and the free stream (Re_104).

Since the proportionality constant in equation (41) is
unknown, the following procedure is used:

(1) From equation (40), a characteristic time t=* is com-
puted for a given mixture for which the hlowoff velocity

from a rod of a particular diameter has been measured.
(2) From equation (41), the following relation may then

be expected to hold for other mixtures:

/'_* _,T _o. 857"_

i,..__._ c' _.Voyfb )a

o NogO/S_T (42)

Equations (40) and (42) are combined to give the following
result:

U_ 5.5 Nog_'_ _7

X'D-- (t* NagS':5')= :j(_) (43)

For hydrogen-air flames at 1 atmosphere, the normaliza-

tion point for computing t:* was chosen at _=0.5, D----0.254
inch, and Ub_900 feet per second (ref. 58). The flashback
data are from reference 54 (see fig. 19). The estimated

blowoff curve is shown in figure 32. For comparison, the
same procedure was followed for methane-air flames, using
flashback data from reference 75 and blowoff data from

reference 73.

Figure 32 shows that the maximum predicted value of

Uoo/.f-D for hydrogen-air flames is more than an order of
magnitude greater than that for methane-air flames. This
is similar to the result of DeZubay, who found that the max-

imum value of the correlating parameter for blowoff of

hydrogen-air flames at reduced pressure was 11 times greater
than that for propane-air flames (ref. 57). Stability is ex-

pected to remain high even in very rich mixtures. The few
data points available agree with the calculated curves as
well as could be expected, in view of the many approxima-
tions involved. Moreover, some of the points actually

o 58
o 73

14 20 2.6 3.2 3.8 44

Equivalence ratio, _O

FZGt'aE 32.--Comparison of experimental data with. blowoff curves

calculated from flashback data of references 54 and 75. Cylindrical

flam eholders.
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apply to conditions where the shear layer may not be fully
turbulent, and these points of course would not be expected
to lie on the curve.

According to equations (32) and (33), the blowoff curve
could have been calculated equally well by use of UL/dq in

place of g _sa_. The choice of glb was arbitrary.
The effects of pressure on blowoff could be estimated, if,

in addition to present knowledge, the variation of wake length

with pressure were known. Work is needed to establish the
effects of pressure on the flameholder wake.

A final comment about the calculated blowoff curve: The

effects of compressibility are not really known. From the
work of reference 74, equation (37) appears to hold up to
free-stream Mach numbers of about 0.7. However, the

peak value of U_o/_ in figure 32 implies that the blowoff
velocity would be sonic (1640 ft/sec) for a flameholder only
about 0.01 inch in diameter. It is not clear how the present

analysis might be modified under such conditions.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDED VALUES OF COMBUSTION

PROPERTIES

Table V presents a summary of recommended values of
the various combustion properties of hydrogen-air mixtures.
The values listed are for standard conditions, a pressure of
1 atmosphere, and an initial temperature of about 25 ° C.

Wherever possible, data are given for both the stoichiometric
mixture and the mixture showing the maximum (or minimum)

value. The form of the pressure and temperature depend-
ence is stated, if known. Since some of the numbel_ are

averages or involve the judgment of the authors, references
are onlitted from table V.

LEWIS FLIGHT PROPULSION LABORATORY

NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

CLEVELAND, OHIO, April 26, 1957
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TABLE L--HYDROGEN-AIR FLAME TEMPERATURES

[Pressure, 1 atm; initial temperature, 25 ° C.]

Hydrogen I

Source :til(] dale*

Stoichi-
ometrie

Refer- mixture

ence tempera-
ture, °K

in

Maxi- maximum-

mum tempera-
tempera- ture mix-
ture, o K ture,

volume
perccnt

Experimental

Passauer, 1930 split I
flame)_ ...... ..... I 2

Jones, Lewis, and Sea- /
man, 1931 ........ ! 4

Morgan and Katt,,, 1!t53. 3(fig. 7)

2263

2293
2220

2283

2318

31

31.6

Theoretical

Lewis and voxt Elbe,

1935 ................ ' 7
Friedman, 1949 ........ 8
Fcnn, 1951 ............ 9
,Morgan and Kaae, 1:)53_ 3

(fig. 7)
Gaydon and Wolfhard, iI

1953 ............... ! 6

Burwasser and Peak, e,
1955 ............... I 10

This report .......... / ....
r

2345
2380

2373

2315
2387

2320

2403

31. 6

30. 9
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